2019, March, 27th

Women and Girls in Golf Charter
Brazilian Golf Confederation

Our goal: To increase the number of women and girls engaged in golf.

Brazilian golf needs to increase its number of golfers with HCP in the coming years.

Unfortunately, in addition of this, the number of women golfers was decreasing in the world reality. Because of this, it is necessary to direct the efforts of golf towards female growth. This measure seeks to stimulate actions aimed at women's golf as a commitment to a more inclusive culture and women's participation in golf, as is evident in the campaign we have joined from now on.

The Brazilian Golf Confederation (CBGOLFE) commits to:

- Training of athletes with 50% of new female golfers in groups of students in the 4 (four) poles of development on national base;

- Coordination of professional and pedagogical training of these athletes in 50% of these poles of growth of the base of new golfers led by women as examples follow:
  - Regina Denadai: Project Corujinha, in partnership with municipal school, at the Coruja Golf Club, public field, in São Paulo;
  - Vicky Whyte: idealizer of the project of formation of needy children in region of high index of socioeconomic vulnerability in the public field of Japeri, Rio de Janeiro.

- Stimulate the opportunities and constant training of female athletes in participating in local, regional, national and international competitions;

- Meeting, discussion and debates of CBGOLFE with the entity “ONU Mulher” in the Brazilian Olympic Congress; promoted by COB - Brazilian Olympic Committee;

- Strongly promoting and advocating for more women and girls playing, working and volunteering in golf.

We are committed to achieving our pledge and will continue to work collaboratively with the R&A to encourage a more inclusive culture within golf.
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